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Abstract: Railway switch and crossing (S&C) systems have a very complex structure that requires not only a large number of components (such as rails, check rails, switches, crossings, turnout bearers, slide chair, etc.) but also different types of components and technologies (mechanical devices to operate switches, electrical and/or electronic devices for control, etc.). This complexity of railway S&C systems makes them vulnerable to failures and malfunctions that can ultimately cause delays and even fatal accidents. Thus, it is crucial to develop suitable condition monitoring techniques to deal with fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) in railway S&C systems. The main contribution of this paper is to present a comprehensive review of the existing FDD techniques for railway S&C systems. The aim is to overview the state of the art in rail S&C and in doing so to provide a platform for researchers, railway operators, and experts to research, develop and adopt the best methods for their applications; thereby helping ensure the rapid evolution of monitoring and fault detection in the railway industry at a time of the increased interest in condition based maintenance and the use of high-speed trains on the rail network.
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1. Introduction

The railway market is growing stronger worldwide. The 2018 Worldwide Market for Railway Industry study, published by SCI Verkehr [1], reported an increase in annual growth rate from 1.3% (2016) to 2.4% (2018), and growth is predicted to continue as shown in Figure 1.

Particularly good prospects are expected from this growth; however, high performance of rail-based transport systems should be guaranteed since a number of uncertainties could greatly challenge this fast development, especially with the introduction of long-term strategy objectives such as a step change in behavior and organization in railways to benefit from e-mobility and electrification [2]. Therefore, important technical trends should be considered including technologies for alternative traction systems to reduce emissions, digitalization and automation of rail transport to achieve the long-term objective of autonomous mainline trains [3], and condition monitoring (CM) techniques to ensure the safe and reliable running of trains, especially with the increased use of high-speed ones on rail networks. Nowadays, fixed intervals (i.e., periodic maintenance) are considered for maintenance, where maintenance experts use their own experience and insight to detect any abnormalities by using their eyes, ears, and/or noses. These fixed intervals are different in length depending on the level and type of use of the machine and also on company policy, e.g., 2 weeks in the Central Japan Railway Company and 6 weeks in the London Underground railway [4]. One of the key infrastructure components in railways is the switch and crossing (S&C) system (also known as a turnout and/or...
A railway S&C system is a safety-critical asset that is always required to be highly reliable since its failure or downtime can cause system delay or even fatal accidents, such as the Potters Bar accident in 2002 (seven deaths and 76 injuries) [6]. Maintaining and/or renewing the tens of thousands of S&C systems across the rail network is an expensive business, costing hundreds of millions of dollars every year. In 2009/10, the United Kingdom (UK) rail infrastructure manager, Network Rail, spent £32 million on recovering from failures within S&C [7]. The total cost for only 27 pieces of railroad switches within a 30-year evaluation period reached €6 million in the town of Ceska Lipa (northern region of the Czech Republic) [8]. In Switzerland, more than a billion Swiss Francs, approximately 25% of the budget for maintenance and renewal of railway tracks, was used for S&C systems [9]. Just 5.5% of S&C track of the total track length of the Swedish railway network was found to cost more than 13% of the total maintenance cost [10] and its failures caused 14% of all train delays [11]. Statistics from the railway from Zhuzhou to Hengyang in China showed that more than 40% of the total failures were related to S&C equipment failure [12]. In addition, in a cost-consolidation exercise within the INNOTRACK project in 2010 [13], it was found that S&C system maintenance and inspection accounted for around 19% of the total maintenance costs in the UK, and in the financial year 2011/2012, S&C cost the rail infrastructure owner 24% of the total track maintenance budget and 23% of renewal budgets, whilst accounting for only 5% of network mileage [14].

Therefore, recently, both railway infrastructure managers and researchers have started focusing on developing reliable CM techniques for S&C systems [15]. This paper thus first provides the fundamentals of S&C systems by focusing on their mechanisms, the sensors and controllers installed, the actuators used, and their locking systems. Then, the different failure modes of railway S&C systems are briefly discussed. Finally, this paper provides a comprehensive overview of the existing CM techniques for dealing with the fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) and fault prognosis (sometimes) of railway S&C systems. In an attempt to better review the existing FDD methods for S&C systems, first these methods are classified into two groups, model-based approaches and data-driven approaches, and then three categories are considered for each group: (1) fault detection (FD) methods, which deal only with detecting the fault; (2) FDD methods that detect the presence or not of the fault and then diagnose its location and roots; and finally (3), fault prognosis (FP) methods in which remaining useful
life (RUL) prediction is performed. The approaches described in this paper are structured as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Overall structure of the paper.](image)

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the fundamentals (mechanisms, sensors and controllers, actuators, and locking systems) of S&C systems, followed by a brief description of the different S&C failure modes and their causes. The different existing FDD algorithms applied to S&C systems are detailed in Section 3. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 4.

To the authors’ knowledge, there is no review paper that focuses on reviewing the existing FDD techniques for the CM of railway S&C systems except the one published by Márquez et al. [16] a decade ago. To avoid any duplication, this paper will not review the papers already considered in the aforementioned review paper. It will just focus on giving an overview of the recent published papers related to the CM of railway S&C systems. In addition, the FDD methods applied for S&C systems were classified into non-dynamic and dynamic algorithms in the previous review paper, whereas in this paper, the FDD methods developed/applied to railway S&C systems are classified into model-based and data-driven methods. Another difference of this review paper is that it considers all research papers (that deal with detection and diagnosis (and sometimes prognosis) of different S&C system faults) from all around the world, and is not only narrowed to those within UK territory, contrary to the review paper of Márquez et al. [16].


A traditional railway S&C system consists of several individual elements such as the switch layout, actuation mechanism, sensor and control system, and detection and locking mechanism. In the following sections, these elements of a conventional switch system are described and new advances in each element are discussed in brief.

Most conventional railway S&C systems use a switch layout which consists of two switch rails and two stock rails [17]. Figure 3 shows a conventional switch layout used in a railway network, which can direct the rail vehicle to two different routes, normal and reverse. The switch rail in its closed position is locked adjacent to its stock rail, and the other switch rail is locked in the open position to allow the wheel to pass over the rail on the open side. The stretcher bars are connected between two switch rails to maintain free wheel passage. Point operating equipment (POE) is the actuator that moves the railway switch and ensures that the closed switch rail is always placed, locked, and detected relative to its associated stock rail [18]. The conventional switch layout (shown in Figure 3) is for the C-switch in the UK rail network, for which the design speed is 25 mph (40.248 km/h) according to NR60 design of Network Rail [19].
Other railway S&C layouts, such as a stub switch layout, are also used in the rail network [20,21]. In the stub switch configuration (shown in Figure 4), the switch toe and heel positions are swapped. One of the advantages of a stub switch is that it reduces the number of rails and a single switch can be used for more than two routes. But in stub switch arrangements it is difficult to control track alignments because of the discontinuity. Also, this type of system needs more flexible rails and is thus not used in main lines.

The different switch systems are listed in Table 1 along with their actuation mechanism and type, including mechanical, electromechanical, hydraulic, and electrohydraulic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actuation Mechanism</th>
<th>Actuation Type</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical</td>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromechanical</td>
<td>HW</td>
<td>[23,24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P80</td>
<td>[25,26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Style 63</td>
<td>[27,28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S700K</td>
<td>[29,30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NTS-type</td>
<td>[31,32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SURELOCK</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High-performance switch system (HPSS)</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REPOINT</td>
<td>[20,35,36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic/electrohydraulic</td>
<td>L700H, L710H</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clamplock</td>
<td>[19,38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AH90</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1. Actuation Mechanism

Upon receiving the command from the signaling block, the switch rails are actuated by the actuator mechanism which varies depending on the switch system used. The most commonly used switch systems are linear actuators which consist of mechanical linkages, whereas new actuation mechanisms are now developed which actuate the switch in the vertical plane.

The length of an S&C system varies depending on its type, and bending of the switch rails is important to satisfy the requirements of the system and security of the passing vehicle. For example, the minimum flange-way clearance is 56 mm for a vertical shallow C-switch (CVS [19]). To ensure this minimum clearance at the back of the switch, and to ensure the required bending of the switch rails, an additional drive, known as the backdrive, is often used. Some switch systems also use supplementary drives at the rear end to ensure clearance. The fastest switch used by Network Rail in the UK is installed with a clamplock actuator and Hy-Drive hydraulic supplementary drives [19]. In traditional switches, mechanical linkages are often connected between the front and rear stretcher bars to transfer the actuation force [15]. In high-performance switch systems (HPSS), this traditional backdrive is replaced by a torque tube called a Powerlink backdrive system, which is a torsional tube connected to the front and rear stretcher bar [34].

2.1.1. Linear Actuation

In railway S&C systems comprising linear actuators, such as electromechanical, electropneumatic, and electrohydraulic actuators, the switch rails slide from one side to the other depending on the command. A traditionally used linear electromechanical switch actuation system, as mentioned in [16,38], is shown in Figure 5a. The motor shaft is connected to a belt drive, which runs the crank through a gearbox. The crank drives the drive or actuator rod, which is connected to the switch rails. The drive rod actuates the switch rails at the toe position to slide from one position to another. A different configuration is seen in an HPSS system: the motor gearbox unit is connected directly to a lead screw, which is connected to the mechanical linkages at the toe through a nut [40]. The rotation of the motor causes linear movement of the nut, which drives the switch rails.

![Figure 5a](image1)
![Figure 5b](image2)

Figure 5. Schematic of actuators: (a) traditional electromechanical switch actuator, (b) hydraulic actuator.

Figure 5b represents a hydraulic switch actuation system called a clamplock, which consists of two actuating rods between two switch rails that are pushed against adjacent stock rails. The hydraulic pump pushes the actuating rods by providing the force.

2.1.2. Lift-Hop-Drop Actuation

A novel actuation mechanism, where the switch rails are actuated following lift-hop-drop movement, has recently been developed such as in the REPOINT light switch shown in Figure 6 [21,41]. The switch rails are actuated in a semicircular path to allow redundant actuation. A recent simulation study by Dutta et al. [40] proposed the use of a closed-loop controller to improve the performance of
HPSS to secure movement of the switch rails and to include self-adjusting capability. As can be seen in Figure 6, two electrical motors are connected to two individual gearboxes, which act as speed-reduction units as well. The output shaft of an individual gearbox is attached to a cam-hopper assembly. The switch rails are attached to the hopper, which moves in a semicircular way with the rotation of the electrical motor. This lift-hop-drop actuation technique has been followed in another innovative track switch research project [42].

![Figure 6. Schematic of a lift-hop-drop actuation: REPOINT light track switch.

2.2. Sensors and Controllers

Different kinds of sensors are used in railway S&C systems depending on the type of actuation and on the locking mechanism. The sensors are mostly used for controlling the movement of the switch or running the motors and detecting the position of the switch rails. HW machines, which use voltage and current sensors, are widely used in the UK rail network [24,43]. Zhou et al. [44] studied the failure analysis and CM of Style 63 (i.e., M63) point machines, which were in operation in the UK. The current and force sensor data from Style 63 machines were used in this study. The force was measured and the variation of the force profile during the actuation was analyzed to detect any possible faults present in the system. But, in all these traditional point machines, the sensor data are not used for closed-loop control of the switch actuation. The sensor data are used either to detect the position or for future fault diagnosis or CM application.

HPSS switch systems—shown in Figure 7—measure the linear position of switch rails at the toe position and also record the current data from the electrical motors. These sensor signals are fed back to the controller, which is designed as a cascaded controller, for controlled motion of the switch rails.

![Figure 7. Schematic of HPSS actuator with LVDTs attached.]
2.3. Detection and Locking

When the switch rails complete their movement, the rails are locked by the locking mechanism and then detected by the arrangements. The switching operation is considered to be completed when the switch rails are detected in their place. Thus, these two systems are of high importance in a full railway S&C system. But, because of the high number of parts involved in locking and detection systems, these systems reduce system reliability and increase the maintenance cost. The different lock and detection systems used in various systems include mechanical linkages, sensors, electrical clutch, etc.

The rail clamp point lock (RCPL), which is widely used in the UK, has two plunger-type limit switches and a mechanical locking arm. At the end of switch travel by the hydraulic actuator (for clamplock points), the mechanical lock engages with the associated locking piece and a positive lock is achieved as shown in Figure 5b [38]. The commonly used conventional mechanical lock is shown in Figure 8, where two metallic rods are connected to two switch rails [45, 46]. When these two rods are locked in their position after the switch movement, the lock blade engages with a lock dog through an interlocking notch. The stretcher bar connected to the lock blade is then locked in its position, which prevents any movement of the switch rails when the power is off.

![Mechanical lock](image)

**Figure 8.** Mechanical lock.

A different approach for detection and locking is used in HPSS, where the switch rail position is measured using a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) [47]. The LVDT monitors the movement of the switch rails, and when the switch rails are within the allowable range, the clutch in the electrical motor is engaged and the power to the motor is removed. Locking in an HPSS is achieved in two ways: through the electrical brake and by using a non-backdrivable lead screw (as shown in Figure 7).

The different detection and locking mechanisms explained so far are for linear actuators. Lift-hop-drop actuation mechanisms use passive locking to allow vertical movement of the switch rails. The hopper, as shown in Figure 6, engages with the locking block that prevents any horizontal movement of the switch rails in that position. The locking in the vertical direction is achieved by the weight of the switch rails and the hoppers [36].

2.4. Failure Modes of Railway S&C Systems

The failure modes of railway S&C systems may arise from many sources. In an attempt to organize and classify these diverse failures, this paper proposes to classify them according to their source and nature into mechanical failures, electrical failures, construction failures, and functional failures. Each of these failure types can be found in one or more different S&C systems, i.e., in the actuators, sensors and controllers, detection and locking parts, and/or in the system failures can be caused by a change of the environmental conditions and/or human error. Any
nature into mechanical failures, electrical failures, construction failures, and functional failures, as shown in Figure 9. Each of these failure types can be found in one or more different S&C subsystems, i.e., in the actuators, sensors and controllers, detection and locking parts, and/or in the permanent way (the rails and other elements which support the vehicle). In addition, these S&C system failures can be caused by a change of the environmental conditions and/or human error. Any fault during the maintenance process such as a lack of lubrication, improper tampering, or loose fasteners can lead to failure of the S&C system [48,49]. The environmental conditions, such as snow, rain, or obstruction on the track, have an important role in the failure of some components of S&C systems.

In the following sections, a brief description of some of these S&C system failures is presented according to their location in the different aforementioned S&C subsystems. It should be noted that the two major subsystems of an S&C system are the permanent way and the point machine. In the present paper, major emphasis has been given to point machine failures when reviewing the existing FDD methods for railway S&C systems. However, a brief description of possible permanent way failures is presented.

2.4.1. Permanent Way

These elements, which consist of sleepers, stretcher bars, rails, and ballast to name a few, of a railway S&C system are exposed to the environment and guide the rail vehicles over it. Failures in these elements can be considered in two categories: the rails and the elements attached to them.

In linearly actuating switches, the switch rails slide over the sleepers (or on the slide chairs). These rail components can experience a considerable amount of wear due to friction during the switching movement, interaction with the wheels, or environmental conditions [26]. Wear of the switch rails due to friction is reduced by using roller baseplates, which reduce the friction between the rails and the baseplates [50]. Wear of the rail elements is also expected to be reduced in case of lift-hop-drop...
Failure of the slide chairs due to friction is one of the causes of full S&C system failure [52], and these faults can be reduced by the new plate designs. Due to inappropriate actuation and repeated operation, the switch rails may bend or buckle from their original profile. This can lead to misalignment of the switch system or complete failure of the railway S&C system. Misalignment of the layout within an allowable range can be rectified using a closed-loop self-adjusting controller [40].

The different elements attached to the rail components such as the sleeper, ballast, stretcher bars, etc., also contribute to a large number of failures. Regular maintenance is needed for ballast tamping [9,52] to allow secure movement of vehicles over the switches. Railway run-throughs often damage the permanent way severely and can lead to derailment of the vehicle over it [20]. Failures may occur if the stretcher bars, which are responsible for holding the switch rails together, fail. Accidents such as Potters Bar and Grayrigg were caused by failure of a permanent way. Failures in the stretcher bars, and an improper inspection and maintenance process led to failure of the systems [48,53].

2.4.2. Actuation Subsystem

The different elements responsible for failure of the actuation subsystem can be broadly grouped into electrical and mechanical components. The different electrical components such as electrical motors, signaling logics, and relays often fail. Transformer failures within the POE, or any power source failure, also result in an actuation system fault. Some of these faults are also interdependent; for example, any damage to the connectors or relays can result in failure of the power source or a voltage drop to the actuator for electromechanical actuators. Bemment et al. [51] showed that for HW or clamplock switch systems, failure in actuation is the major source of system failure.

Mechanical components of the actuation system often fail due to wear as these are exposed to the railway environment. In traditional machines, drive rods fail for various reasons like wear of the connecting elements, and loose fasteners after the maintenance process. The backdrives for longer switches are another source of faults seen in track switches. In recent research and developments in switch actuators, consideration has been given to reducing the number of mechanical elements to reduce failures in the actuation process [34].

2.4.3. Sensor and Control Subsystem

The different railway S&C systems consist of various sensors and controllers as explained in Section 2.2. The failure of any current or voltage sensor attached to the actuation elements in turn results in failure of the actuator for various point machines such as P80, M63, HW 2000, etc. [26,44]. For HPSS, it is seen that faults in the LVDT signal and the subsequent control command attached to it cause a considerable amount of failures [51]. In the case of clamplock and HW switches, the mechanical linkages experience wear during operation. Also, any misalignment during the maintenance process leads to failure of the railway S&C system.

2.4.4. Detection and Locking Subsystem

The detection and locking subsystem is a major source of failure in railway S&C systems. Bemment et al. [51] showed that failures due to detection and locking accounted for 47.32% and 28.51% of total switch failure incidents for clamplock and HW switches, respectively, in the UK network during the study period of August 2008 to September 2011. The sources of failure are wear of the mechanical locks and detection bars, split pins, misalignment of the mechanical assembly, etc. HPSS locking is achieved by the electrical brake and non-backdrivable lead screw. Thus, any failure in the power source can result in failure of the electrical brake, and the locking then depends on the lead screw only, which makes HPSS prone to failure due to detection and locking failure (47.99% [51]).

3. FDD of Railway S&C Systems

In this section, an overview of the existing FDD algorithms for railway S&C systems is presented. Condition monitoring systems (CMSs) are applied to enhance system performance, to ensure safety
and reliability, and to reduce downtime and replacement costs [54,55]. There are two well-known approaches to fulfilling CMS tasks: model-based and data-driven. Thus, in this review paper, the different existing FDD algorithms for railway S&C systems are classified into two groups: model-based methods and data-driven methods. While the first uses both input and output signals to build its mathematical model (reference model) to be used for generating the residuals for detecting and then diagnosing the different faults, the other uses only system output signals (historical data) to detect and diagnose possible faults and is increasing in popularity due to machine learning and big data approaches in the CMS field.

3.1. Model-Based FDD Methods for Railway S&C Systems

A state-of-the-art review of the existing model-based FDD algorithms for railway S&C systems is presented in this subsection. Model-based FDD methods are based on constructing a mathematical model of the system—a reference model—that will be used for generating residuals \( r(k) \), as can be seen in Figure 10. These residuals are the difference between the real system measurements \( y(k) \) and the reference model output (the estimated measurements) \( \hat{y}(k) \), which represents the healthy state of the system itself. A deviation in the residuals is used to detect and diagnose different faults. Model-based FDD methods require both the real system input signal \( u(k) \) and the real system output signal \( y(k) \).

![Figure 10. Model-based FDD method for S&C system.](image)

As can be seen in Figure 10, faults can be in the S&C system actuators, sensors, or in the process itself, which represents the movable/non-movable components in the S&C system other than the actuators and sensors. By definition, a fault is an unpermitted deviation of at least one characteristic property of the system from the acceptable, usual, standard condition [56]. Literature reviews of the most common FDD techniques [57–59] indicate that if the dynamics of the system can be mathematically represented—with acceptable accuracy—model-based FDD methods can provide accurate and timely diagnostic information.

Therefore, modeling the whole railway S&C system or part of it is the first step to achieving an accurate model-based FDD method that can monitor railway S&C system health conditions. A large number of published papers and research works report modeling of the S&C system as a whole [14,60–64], or of only a part (subsystem) of it [7,65–67], in addition to the several research works done related to S&C fault degradation modeling [9,68–73], which shows good prospects for researchers in this field to develop and apply a model-based FDD technique for railway S&C systems. Thus, several, if not a dozen, papers that apply a model-based FDD method to railway S&C systems should have been published. However, only a few papers (they can actually be counted on both hands) can be found from the last decade; these applied a model-based FDD method to only detect (i.e., FD methods), to detect and diagnose (i.e., FDD methods), and/or to prognose (i.e., FP methods) a few possible fault scenarios of S&C systems to maintain their functionality, safety, and reliability.

3.1.1. FD Methods

Márquez et al. [74] proposed an unobserved components class of model that was set up in a state space framework to deal with monitoring (detection) of the main wear-related failures of S&C...
mechanisms. A Kalman filter (KF) with fixed interval smoothing (FIS) algorithms was used for state estimation, and the maximum likelihood (ML) approach was used to estimate the unknown parameters of the system. For FD, they simply considered the absolute values of the difference between the current and reference data. The authors considered different wear-induced faults, including dry slide chairs, lubricated slide chair, and backdrive overdriving at the heel on normal and reverse sides with dry and lubricated slide chairs. The model-based FD method developed was tested in off-line mode with data collected from laboratory tests. Both force signal and DC motor current signal were collected as the output signals, whereas the supply voltage was considered for the input signal (it was considered constant). Their results showed that their model-based FD method is able to detect the main wear-related faults in both operating directions of the S&C system considered. The authors did not consider fault diagnosis in this work.

A modified Bayesian network model combined with Monte Carlo simulations for the prediction of weather-related failures in railway S&C systems was developed by Wang et al. [75]. The framework of their S&C failure prediction method is shown in Figure 11. In this study, the authors directly considered S&C system failure instead of faults because their exact causal relationship has not been yet established in the literature [10]. Date, minimum and maximum temperature, atmospheric pressure, weather phenomena (including rain, showery rain, snow, sleet, thunderstorm, etc.), and wind speed and its direction were considered as the input data. Some predicted failure outputs considered were: the switch slide chair lacking oil because of a rainstorm; the switch being stuck by snow; switch rail turnout stretching because of temperature change; and the switch rail having a bad contact to the base plate in the normal position.

The authors, Hamadache et al. [76], recently proposed a model-based FD method that considered a modified way of computing the residuals between the real system output(s) and the reference model output(s) with an application to an electromechanical switch system. The simulation model (reference model) was developed in Matlab/Simulink, where the input was the power supply voltage and the outputs were the motor speed [rad/s], the motor stator current [A], the force [N], and the linear position of the switch rails (i.e., the switch toe position) [m]. The modified accumulative residual based FD method performance and effectiveness were demonstrated using a set of different fault levels for the excessive friction or resistance fault in the electro-mechanical switch system. Their results showed that the considered fault was able to be detected using motor speed signal, motor stator current signal, force signal, and/or linear position of the switch rails with tendency to be implemented in the real rail network.
3.1.2. FDD Methods

A model-based FDD algorithm was applied to S&C system fault diagnosis by Cheng and Zhao [12]. In this work, the model-based FDD method developed was applied to an S&C system with a speed of up to 160 km/h. The FDD method introduced was based on a fuzzy neural network algorithm to build a reference model of a railway S&C system. Different main faults of S&C systems, which account for more than 90% of total failures under high-speed conditions [77–79], were considered, including: switch machine idle, switch operation has resistance, switch moving parts lacking oil, switch hard to release, and switch cannot lock, acquiring only the current signal. They achieved good detection and diagnosis results: accuracy of 96.7% with a 3.3% false alarm rate, and a 0% missing alarm rate.

A more recent work, published in 2018, used a model-based FDD method based on an auto-associative residual (AAR) approach for railway S&C system FDD [80]. Auto-associative multivariate state estimation (AAMSET) was chosen to build the AA models as it has a high reconstruction accuracy and robustness [81] with the Euclidean norm. The AA model used raw input/output data for training and testing. The AAMSET-based FDD scheme developed can be seen in Figure 12. A data set collected from an in-lab test bench with induced faults—within a climatic chamber with controlled temperature and humidity—was considered to validate the proposed approach. Three faults were induced: misalignment, obstacle, and excessive friction. Considering different scenarios for each fault, 17 health condition modes were tested (e.g., different size of the obstacle considered: 1, 2, 3, and 4 mm) including the normal case. The signals acquired for analysis were the speed and torque signals. Even though the results showed good accuracy of the proposed AAR model-based FDD method, some limitations are still to be dealt with, including defining the level of correlation among the input variables and determining the optimal number (or subset) of input variables, especially when the number of variables is large.

![Figure 12. AAMSET-based FDD scheme [80].](image)

3.1.3. FP Methods

With promising results for RUL prediction of 10 real S&C systems, Güçlü et al. [82] proposed a model-based prognostic technique based on an autoregressive moving-average (ARMA) model. Tension, compression forces, DC current, voltage in electric circuits, distance between the stock rail and switch rail of railway turnout systems, and the linear position of the switch rails were measured for both normal to reverse and reverse to normal movements of S&C systems. The authors considered only prediction of the contaminated slide chair failure mode. They artificially induced the fault by drying the three farthest slide chairs (initial failure state), and the healthy (fault-free) state was when all 12 traverses were oily.
From the above reviewed literature, the lack of papers applying a model-based FDD method for S&C systems is obvious. Further, very few among these published papers [12,74,82] actually applied and used the residuals principle for detecting and then diagnosing S&C system faults. Thus, there is an opportunity for researchers to consider applying model-based methods to deal with FD, FDD, and/or FP of the different possible fault modes (previously shown in Figure 9) in railway S&C systems.

Perhaps the major difficulties that researchers can face when applying a model-based FDD technique for S&C systems can explain the lack of research work in this field contrary to expectation. These difficulties can arise from the amount of potential failure modes and their predictability in railway S&C systems (as previously reviewed in Section 2.4), or from the different drawbacks of model-based techniques. These include the fact that the accuracy of the developed model directly affects FDD process performance, and that the construction of high-fidelity mathematical models from physical principles of such a complex system (i.e., a railway S&C system) can become very complicated, time-consuming, and even sometimes unfeasible [83], in addition to the need for much prior knowledge about real systems before model development. Compared with model-based FDD techniques, data-driven FDD methods are generally more practical, in that there is no need to build a reference model (i.e., less prior knowledge required, no need for model accuracy validation to be applied for real-world applications, etc.), such that more research works have been based on data-driven FDD techniques for detecting and diagnosing (and sometimes predicting) the possible faults in S&C systems; more details are provided in the following subsection.

### 3.2. Data-Driven FDD Methods for Railway S&C Systems

A detailed review of the existing data-driven FDD methods for railway S&C systems is presented in this subsection. Data-driven approaches need only output signals (historical data) to detect and diagnose (and/or prognose) possible faults in an S&C system as can be seen in Figure 13.

![Figure 13. Data-driven FDD method for S&C system.](image-url)

Data-driven techniques are gaining in popularity since they are – as can be seen in Figure 13—model-free methods. Several features (indices, criteria) are generated in the time, frequency, time–frequency domain, and/or envelope spectrum features, which can usually be physically interpreted, or statistical features, which cannot be physically interpreted [84]. Different techniques from different disciplines are commonly used for data-driven FDD, including techniques from (digital) signal processing, cluster analysis, data mining, statistical pattern recognition, modern artificial intelligence (i.e., machine learning and deep learning), and image processing [84,85]. These techniques can be used separately or in combination (e.g., hybrid techniques). They aim to synthesize the information available from the raw data (output signal) gathered, to better represent the system’s health condition [84].

Contrary to the lack of published papers using a model-based FDD method for railway S&C systems, as mentioned in the previous subsection, dozens of research works have dealt with the detection, diagnosis, and (sometimes) prognosis of the different possible faults in S&C systems. In an attempt to better review the existing data-driven FDD methods for S&C systems, three categories are considered: (1) FD methods, which deal only with detecting the fault; (2) FDD methods that detect the
presence or not of the fault and diagnose its location and roots; and finally (3) FP (prognostics and health management (PHM)) methods in which RUL prediction is performed.

3.2.1. FD Methods

Adachi et al. [86] applied three data-mining techniques (i.e., hypothesis testing, discriminant analysis, and interval estimation) to detect faults in an electric S&C machine. Both voltage and current signals were acquired for analysis. Their results showed that the first technique was able to detect the fault considered without fixing a pre-defined threshold. However, the hypothesis testing method results were not readable for maintenance technicians in the field; further, its performance decreased in the case of multiple faults. In addition, the authors found that the discriminant analysis technique was not capable of diagnosing faults in the electrical S&C system. However, they concluded that the third method (i.e., interval estimation) was more effective in terms of easier visible recognition and in terms of FD.

Recording solely force against time, a statistical method using three criteria—irregularities in the signal shape, deviation of the maximum value position, and signature symmetry with respect to the maximum value position—was used for FD with application to S&C systems [87]. A United States patent was granted to Zoll et al. [88] who proposed a CM technique that detects and monitors the health condition of junctions, crossings, crossroads, or rail joints by means of a rail vehicle. The rail vehicle swing acceleration vibration, speed, and travel direction and position were collected to achieve the desired outcomes (i.e., S&C system CM). Atamuradov et al. [89] used an expert system for S&C system FD. Three health conditions were simulated to evaluate the performance of the proposed method: the analyzed signals were first preprocessed, using a moving-average smoothing algorithm, then a dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm was used to find the optimal match for FDD of the considered fault modes in the S&C system. A method was developed for specific application in the detection of drive-rod out-of-adjustment failure mode in S&C systems, which was manually obtained [90]. It used support vector machines (SVM) with a Gaussian kernel for FD after feature selection and reduction with principal component analysis (PCA) [90]. The authors applied their CM method to an electromechanical S&C system with two drive rods. In addition, they acquired the linear position of the switch rails, the force signal, and the motor current signal. In this paper, only FD was considered. Several other published papers dealing only with FD for S&C systems were found [91–97].

In the work published by Márquez et al. [93], three electromechanical M63 (638, 642A, and 642B) and four electrohydraulic (639, 640, 641A, and 641B) S&C systems were monitored. FD was achieved using a harmonic regression algorithm combined with a vector autoregressive moving-average (VARMA) model to forecast the acquired signal (i.e., the current signal). Another work analyzed statistical—crest factor, impulse factor, kurtosis, max, mean, min, shape factor, and standard deviation—and energy—obtained from the energy of the signal in different segments—features extracted from the current signal for FD [94]. The analysis showed that the energy-based feature had more consistent trends than the others, thus they were used along with a PCA algorithm—based on the Hotelling T² coefficient—for detecting S&C system health conditions. An FD method for an electric switch machine for a railway S&C system was developed in [95]. The authors analyzed Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test results to detect three simulated switch machine faults: (1) slide chair friction, (2) a hard stone in the gap between the stock rail and switch blades, and (3) a soft stone in the gap between stock rail and switch blades. They extracted different time-domain stator current signatures in healthy and faulty cases to be analyzed by K-S test. These study results showed that the proposed K-S test method was not capable of classifying the three fault cases considered, which means that it is not sufficient for fault diagnosis purposes.

Four papers used a shallow learning algorithm as an FD algorithm with application in railway S&C systems. The first one [96] was based on a one-class SVM (OCSVM) algorithm, the second paper [97] exploited a self-organizing map (SOM) technique, the third one [98] applied two machine learning classifiers, a Gaussian Naïve Bayes (GNB) classifier and a neural network classifier (multilayer perceptron), and the fourth one [99] explored two recent machine/deep learning frameworks for
classifying various switch degradation indicators including the featureless recurrent neural network called a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) architecture and the Deep Wavelet Scattering Transform (DWST). In the first paper, the OCSVM algorithm used a similarity measure of ‘edit distance with real penalties’ to classify the S&C health conditions as healthy or faulty. The current signal trends—collected from a real railway S&C system (i.e., infield data) instead of in-lab data (i.e., commonly researched laboratory-based data)—were considered as the analyzed features for the proposed FD method, and three obstructions faults, one contamination fault, and a crushed cable fault were investigated. The proposed OCSVM-based FD algorithm for railway S&C systems showed promising results compared with the commonly used threshold-based technique. However, it is limited in that it requires expert knowledge (which is very difficult and expensive to get) to label the data. In the second work, 16 features were extracted to be the inputs for the SOM technique. Mean value, root mean square value, standard deviation, slope, maximum value, and minimum value were extracted from the current and voltage signals that were coupled with information for maneuvering the railway S&C system as a whole (e.g., duration of the maneuver, area under the current curve, total power consumed, etc.) [97].

The authors in this research work considered two approaches: (1) a fleet-based approach based on the assumption that if several S&C systems are from the same manufacturer, are of similar age, and are installed in the same station, they can be assumed to belong to a uniform fleet and thus only one SOM (standardized) algorithm can be applied to the whole fleet equally; (2) an asset-based approach that, contrary to the former, assumes that the environment, field layout, and positioning influence the behavior of each S&C system, thus a dedicated SOM algorithm for each asset (i.e., S&C system) should be specifically trained and tested for this specific asset in a specific direction. Comparing both approaches in a 6-month case study on 20 point systems in a field setting, the results showed that the asset-based approach had more FD accuracy, but it was computationally more expensive and required a greater memory for storage. However, the results also showed that the fleet-based approach had fewer false alarms than the asset-based approach. The third paper [98], the applied two machine learning classifiers (the GNB classifier and the multilayer perceptron) were verified and tested in three different point machines, an electromechanical HW1000 in Belfast, an electromechanical Siemens 84M in Sydney, and a Hydraulic Mk3 Clamplock machine in London. They only measured the pressure (for the Clamplock) or current for the two others, where two fault modes were considered in this study, switch hard to release fault mode and fails to make detection, i.e., sensor fault mode. Finally, two recent machine/deep learning frameworks, the LSTM architecture and the DWST, were explored and they were evaluated for their feasibility on a dataset captured under the service conditions by the Alstom Corporation [99].

3.2.2. FDD Methods

As reviewed in the above subsection, several research works have been carried out in the area of FD technique development for railway S&C systems, in which the railway S&C systems’ health conditions were monitored and categorized as healthy or faulty. However, only revealing if the system is healthy or faulty is not enough to achieve the development of an efficient CMS, even if it is an essential step. An FD technique only recognizes that a problem has occurred in the system, but it does not identify the root causes nor isolate the location of different faults (i.e., there is no isolation step). Thus, many researchers have developed different FDD techniques to deal with railway S&C system CM, and many papers can be found [11,13,15,28,34,100–117]; only selected papers are discussed in the following. It should be clearly noted that the only criteria applied for this selection were that only the most recent published papers were chosen (from 2017 onwards). The selected papers are just examples, and the selection does not indicate a preference or endorsement by the authors. However, a summary of all FDD methods for railway S&C systems and a list of all reviewed CM papers applied to S&C systems, with their application, method(s) used, signal(s) acquired, and the fault type(s) considered, is presented in Table 2.
As an FDD method for railway S&C systems, Oßberger et al. [113] proposed a signal-based CM technique that uses strain gauge signals to detect and diagnose changes in the combined system of the crossing nose geometry/wear state and the state of the underlying bedding in a railway S&C system. Those changes were due to wear and plastic deformation in service. In addition, a setup of laser-based non-contact 2D measurement of the crossing geometry has been considered to quantify the geometry change of the new crossing nose. With the aim of developing an intelligent FDD algorithm for railway S&C systems, a DTW method was proposed in [114]. Performance of the proposed data-driven FDD method was determined by analyzing the turnout current curves in healthy and five faulty cases: turnout suddenly stops running after starting, turnout jams, startup circuit disconnection, locking current exceeded, and automatic actuator is not flexible. Their results showed that the S&C system health conditions considered were automatically detected and then diagnosed with 100% accuracy. The authors achieved this high accuracy despite the sensitivity of DTW to the presence of noise and its level because they performed a curve normalization procedure (i.e., a preprocessing procedure) to eliminate the impact of noise. Further, the authors concluded that their proposed DTW-based FDD method for S&C systems could perform well even if the values of the current curve fluctuate and even if the operating time is different. In addition, they mentioned that their method will be suited to real-time CM since it does not need feature selection, historical data, or prior knowledge. Ou et al. [115] proposed a hybrid FDD method for dealing with the CM of a railway S&C system. The hybrid FDD method was based on derivative DTW and a quartile scheme. Again, the hybrid FDD method analyzed the current curves collected by microcomputer monitoring systems; the switch operation current curves were divided into three phases, as can be seen in Figure 14. Several faults (e.g., abnormal fluctuation, start failure, open startup circuit, electric relay switch failure, etc.) were considered, and 20 features were used:

- **Phase 1 (start stage, T₁):** time span, maximum value, mean current value, median current value.
- **Phase 2 (action stage, T₂):** time span, maximum current value, minimum current value, mean, median, standard deviation, peak factor, fluctuation factor.
- **Phase 3 (slow release stage, T₃):** time span, max current value, minimum current value, mean, median, standard deviation, peak factor, fluctuation factor.

![Normal Current Curve (three-phase)](image)

**Figure 14.** Three phases of switch current curve under normal operation conditions (healthy) [115].

Detection and diagnosis accuracy of 99.43% and 98.67%, respectively, was achieved, better than for SVM and DTW methods. Further, their results showed that the proposed hybrid FDD method for railway S&C systems was more robust since its false alarm rate and missing alarm rate were both low.

Another FDD method that analyzed current curves for an S&C system was developed in [116]. It was based on a similarity function (i.e., Fréchet distance) and a fuzzy c-means clustering method. The former was used for FD and the latter was used for fault diagnosis after using a k-means algorithm for curve selection. The developed two-stage (hybrid) FDD method was applied to a ZD6 turnout.
located in Jinan Railway Station in China. The data analyzed were collected from 12 December 2017 to 10 January 2018, with a total of 817 curves for four turnouts (70% was used for training and the remaining 30% kept for validation). The authors concluded that their hybrid FDD method is suitable for real-time application since it is independent of human experience and can perform well, even under the influence of changing the location, weather, and working hours, especially since the FD accuracy is double-checked in the second stage.

More recently, this year, Ou et al. [117] applied a data-driven FDD method for railway S&C systems. First, they extracted the features—from the current and power signals—using a derivative method that segments the original sample. After that, they reduced the extracted features space using PCA and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) algorithms since they are the best statistical methods for space reduction [118,119]. Finally, a modified SVM (i.e., balanced SVM) algorithm was used for fault classification and compared to the classical SVM for an imbalanced sample set. The results showed that the LDA + balanced SVM gave the highest detection and diagnosis accuracy, up to 99%.

It is worth noting that the data-driven FDD method developed in this work was checked for several fault cases, including: “mechanical jam” fault (H1), “improper position of the slide chair” fault (H2), “abnormal impedance in the switch circuit” fault (H3), “bad contact in the switch circuit” fault (H4), “abnormal open-phase protection device in the indicating circuit” fault (H5), “abnormal impedance in the switch circuit” fault (H6), “the electric relay in the start circuit fails to switch” fault (F1), “supply interruption” fault (F2), “open-phase protection device” fault (F3), “fail to lock” fault (F4), and “indicating rod block in the gap” fault (F5). The authors defined the labels as Hi (H1–H6) for hidden danger faults and as Fj (F1–F5) for major faults. In addition, they gave a common current curve for each fault type as can be seen in Figure 15.

Further, this year, Matei et al. [120] also applied a data-driven FDD method for railway S&C systems. A hybrid classifier that uses the partial system knowledge (partially known behavior) and a NN-based classifier, for comparison purposes, were considered with a set of faults in a rail switch system. The authors acquired force, speed, and power signals. They used the block-lower-triangular (BLT) form to determine the input and the output of the NN, where a deep learning framework was used to formulate the system dynamics. The authors considered four fault operating modes: left and right misaligned adjuster bolts, obstacle and missing bearings for validation. This method was designed to integrate the partial known physical information in the classifier design and the authors...
demonstrated that the classification problems could be converted into a set of regression problems and a set of dimensionally reduced classification sub-problems.

3.2.3. FP Methods

To the authors’ knowledge, prediction of the RUL of an S&C system using a data-driven method was first performed by Yilboga et al. [121]. An artificial neural network (ANN)-based technique was used as a learning algorithm. More precisely, a time-delay neural network (TDNN) method was used for estimating and predicting future values of railway S&C system parameters based on past and current information. A TDNN was chosen because its input structure incorporates time information, which makes it suitable for time-related problems such as prediction. An electromechanical railway S&C system was considered, and different sensors were installed (i.e., force sensor, linear ruler sensor, proximity sensor, and motor current sensor) and their signals analyzed. The analysis revealed that the force sensor contained the most valuable information about the health of the turnout system until failure, as can be seen in Figure 16. However, analyzing closely the results shown in Figure 16, it should be noted that the significant increase in force signal in Figure 16b appeared outside of the time window represented in Figure 16a, thus further analysis/work should be considered with consistent data and results.

![Figure 16. Two signals with failure progression from healthy to close to failure states: (a) current signal, (b) force signal [121].](image)

Eker et al. [122] presented a simple state-based prognostics (SSBP) method for detecting and forecasting the health condition of an electromechanical S&C system. Then, it was compared to a hidden-Markov model-based method on real data collected from a railway S&C system. Basically, the proposed SSBP method had three steps: (1) clustering that was achieved based on the k-means clustering algorithm; (2) cluster evaluation in which a Calinski–Harabasz (CH) index [123] was chosen for validation (it was used to give the optimal number of clusters and health states); (3) finally, RUL prediction was achieved using the transition probabilities between health states. In this study, nine sensors were installed in the S&C system to collect the force, current, and voltage signals, in addition to two proximity sensors for each rail, and two displacement sensors for each drive rod. Eighty percent of the collected data was used to train the proposed RUL prediction algorithm (i.e., the SSBP method) and the remaining 20% was left for testing and validation. The root mean square error (RMSE) and r-square values between the real and estimated RUL were used as measures to evaluate the effectiveness of the prognostic method. Despite the proposed SSBP method’s simplicity, the results showed that it outperforms the hidden-Markov model-based prediction method. However, it had a restriction on state transitions, allowing transition of a state only to itself and a consecutive state, thus it ignored the effect of duration. Therefore, Eker et al. [124] improved their work, deploying a state-based prognostics with duration information (SBPD) algorithm to identify the health state first before calculating the RUL of the railway S&C system.
Other works dealing not only with S&C FD, but also with S&C FP are presented in [125–128]. In [125], contrary to the aforementioned papers, the acquired signals were the motor shaft speed and torque instead of the current and force signals. In addition, the complete maneuver of an electromechanical S&C system was divided into seven phases, as can be seen in Figure 17, instead of three phases when using current curves, as shown in Figure 14. Each phase was defined as follows: P1 is starting of the point machine motor, P2 is movement of the internal components to unlock the locking system, P3 is unblocking of the locking system, P4 is rail movement, P5 is blocking of the locking system, P6 is locking of the locking system, and P7 is the end phase. For FP, the authors used the mean active power index that presented the movement of the blades—as it was found that was the phase most sensitive to several causes of degradation (mainly resistive forces)—and then a Monte Carlo simulation with a state representation method was performed to observe the degradation path and then estimate and predict the RUL of the railway S&C system.

![Figure 17. Seven phases of the switch speed and power signals under normal operation condition (healthy) [125].](image)

In 2016, an FP method based on a fault tree analysis approach, i.e., a binary decision diagram (BDD) approach, was proposed and applied to an M63 point machine [126]. The BDD approach used two importance measures (IMs)—the Birnbaum IM that overstates the importance of events with a low probability of occurrence, and the Criticality IM that takes into account the occurrence probability of events—to classify the events, and the AND method [129] to rank them.

The FP method developed was used to set maintenance strategies that improve decision-making by optimizing resources. Camci et al. [127] compared three of the previous FP methods applied to railway S&C systems (i.e., the TDNN method in [121], the SSBP method in [122], and the SBPD method in [124]). In addition, they also compared various sensors—force, current, voltage, proximity, linear ruler, rotary encoder motor (speed and position), string encoder gearbox output (position and speed)—in terms of their cost, ease of installation, reliability, and sensitivity to failure. The three prognostic methods were compared for their RUL estimation accuracy (performance) using the RMSE, r-square, prognostic horizon, and α-λ accuracy metric indices. The comparison performed in this study concluded that: (i) failure degradation is better represented by force sensors (i.e., they are the best to be used as prognostic inputs), followed by linear ruler and current sensors, whereas proximity sensors are to be avoided for prognostic tasks; (ii) from a cost factor perspective, it is beneficial to use current, proximity, voltage, and speed sensors since they are cheaper, especially if, rather than being used directly, the raw data are processed and converted into force sensor values (if possible) that will make them better represent the failure degradation, which will improve the prognostic performance; (iii)
among the three prognostic methods, the SBPD RUL prediction method was the most accurate, whereas
the TDNN RUL prediction method was the worst since it had huge fluctuations. After that, in 2017,
Böhm [128] presented an approach to predict the RUL of railway switch engine failures that based on
two supervised classification techniques, ANN and SVM. Only the power consumption of the engine
collected through the SIDIS W (compact) condition monitoring system from Siemens was considered,
to form a two year time series of 29 switches of Deutsche Bahn (with a S700K electromechanical
engine). After preliminary analysis, the author discovered that using only the power signal was not
sufficient and he considered in addition, the dependency of the switch condition data from climatic
conditions (temperature and humidity) and certain properties of the switch construction type. To avoid
common problems with uncertainty in measurement data, the author proposed a long prediction
horizon (month) of small time units (hours). In addition, he studied the high number of possible
parametrizations problem when applying his develop method and how it affect the RUL prediction.

Table 2. Summary of all reviewed FDD methods for railway S&C systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Method(s) Used</th>
<th>Signals (Sensors) Acquired</th>
<th>Faults Type(s) Considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model-based approaches</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD methods</td>
<td></td>
<td>KF combined with FIS algorithm and ML approach [74];</td>
<td>Voltage [74,76]; force [74,76]; current [10,74,76]; weather-related data (e.g., date, min and max temperature, wind speed) [75]; motor temperature [75]; speed [76]; linear position of the switch rails [76].</td>
<td>Slide chair-related faults (i.e., dry, contaminated, excessive friction or resistance) [74–76]; switch-related faults (i.e., stuck, bad contact with the base plate, idle, resistance, hard to release, cannot lock, misalignments) [75].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bayesian network model [75]; Monte Carlo simulation [75]; accumulative residual based method [76].</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDD methods</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fuzzy neural network algorithm [12]; AAR technique (i.e., AAMSET approach) [80].</td>
<td>Current [12]; speed [80]; torque [80].</td>
<td>Slide chair-related faults (i.e., dry, contaminated, excessive friction or resistance) [12,80]; switch-related faults (i.e., stuck, bad contact with the base plate, idle, resistance, hard to release, cannot lock, misalignments) [12,80].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP methods</td>
<td></td>
<td>ARMA model [82].</td>
<td>Voltage; force; current; tension; distance between the stock rail and switch rail; linear position of the switch rails [82].</td>
<td>Slide chair-related faults (only contaminated slide chair fault) [82].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Application Method(s) Used</th>
<th>Signals (Sensors) Acquired</th>
<th>Faults Type(s) Considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FD methods</td>
<td>SVM with Gaussian kernel [90]; OCSVM [96]; SOM technique [97]; PCA [94]; data-mining techniques [86]; harmonic regression and VARMA [93]; K-S test [95]; DTW [89]; GNB [98]; LSTM and DWST [99].</td>
<td>Voltage [86,96]; force [87,90]; current [86,90,92,93,95,96,98]; speed [88,90]; vibration [88,94,97]; linear position of the switch rails [90]; maneuver information [96]; GPS [97]; 3D measurements [97]; pressure [98].</td>
<td>Slide chair-related faults [87,93,95]; wear in junction, crossing [88,97]; drive rod out of adjustment [89,90]; obstacles (hard or soft) [93,96]; structural deterioration [94]; crushed cables [95]; switch-related faults [86,91,92,96]; switch hard to release [98]; sensor fault [98].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-driven approaches</td>
<td>PCA [102,117]; SVM [11,104,105,110]; SVM combined with other algorithms (e.g., PCA, envelope, etc.) [15,101,117]; wavelet transform (WT) and its variants (e.g., CWT and discrete WT (DWT)) [15,101]; DTW [111,112,114,115]; SOM [108]; backpropagation (BP) neural network (NN) [107]; probabilistic NN (PNN) [106]; 3D reconstruction [113]; k-nearest neighbor method [100]; fuzzy c-mean [116]; qualitative trend analysis (QTA) [13]; ANN [103]; BLT and NN [120].</td>
<td>Voltage [15,100,101,104,108]; force [13,15,34,100–102,120]; current [13,15,28,100–103,105–108,110,111,114–117]; power [11,34,117,120]; strain signal [110,113]; switch displacement [13]; linear position of the switch rails [104]; motor temperature [108]; audio signal (sound sensor) [117]; 2D measurements [113]; speed [120].</td>
<td>Wear in crossing [113]; switch-related faults [105–107,110–112,114,117]; slide chair-related faults [109,117]; startup circuit disconnection (bad contact) [106,107,114,115,117]; actuator is not flexible [114,115]; abnormal fluctuations [115]; electric relay switch failure [115]; mechanical jam fault [117]; abnormal impedance [117]; lack of motor lubrication [11]; overdriven and underdriven [13,15,34,101]; drive rod out of adjustment [104]; motor deblocking [107]; obstacles (hard or soft) [108,120]; left and right misaligned adjuster bolts [120]; missing bearings [120].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDD methods</td>
<td>ANN and TDNN algorithms [121]; SBPD method [122]; SBPD technique [124]; mean active power index and Monte Carlo simulation [125]; fault tree analysis (i.e., BDD approach) [126]; ANN and SVM [128]; k-mean clustering and double exponential function [130]; MODWPT, SE, and Lasso [131].</td>
<td>Voltage [122,127]; force [121,122,124,127,130]; current [121,122,127]; linear position of the switch rails [122,127]; distance between the stock rail and switch rail [122,127]; speed [125,127]; torque [125]; power [128]; weather-related data (e.g., temperature and humidity) [128]; vibration [128].</td>
<td>Electromechanical S&amp;C failure degradation [121,122,124,127,130]; electromechanical S&amp;C failure degradation focusing on dry slide chair failure mode [122,124,127,130]; M63 point machine failure degradation [126]; S700K electromechanical engine failures [128].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
More recently, other two PHM methods for railway S&C systems were proposed in [130,131]. The proposed PHM method in [130] was focused only on predicting the RUL of the slide chair. Failure degradation of the sliding chair was simulated by accelerated aging of a real system, and field data were collected. The force sensor was considered (for resistive force measurements) and was installed on an electromechanical point machine. For the PHM algorithm, different health indicators (HIs) were extracted and selected first—for the selection procedure, two steps were considered: the first was intraclass analysis, in which all HIs with a higher monotonicity value were selected; the second was interclass analysis, where a similarity matrix was constructed from the HIs selected (in the first step) using the Euclidean distance—then a $k$-means clustering method was applied for FD. Finally, a degradation model for failure prognosis was built using a double exponential function. The proposed PHM method could predict the RUL with acceptable precision because $k$-means could only detect bigger changes in the slide chair health conditions and were less sensitive to smaller changes, which caused late RUL predictions. Sysyn et al. [131] developed a FP technique that used the maximal overlap discrete wavelet packet transform (MODWPT) and Shannon entropy (SE) to extract the spectral features. Then, the Lasso (Least absolute shrinkage and selection operator) regularization was used for selection. The extracted and selected features were fused with some system time domain information to predict the lifetime of crossing, where the RUL was prognosis by a linear degradation stochastic model with recursive Bayesian update to optimize the scheduled inspections for the common crossings. The authors concluded that their method has shown good quality of prognosis results, but need a high number of measurements.

A summary of all reviewed FDD methods for railway S&C systems and a list of all reviewed CM papers, with their application, method(s) used, signal(s) acquired, and fault type(s) considered, is presented in Table 2.

From the summary of all reviewed papers in the field of FDD methods for railway S&C systems shown in Table 2, the shortage of research works applying model-based approaches compared to data-driven approaches for railway S&C system health conditions is clear.

A quantitative summary of these reviewed articles in the field of FDD for railway S&C systems is shown in Figure 18. It shows an opportunity for researchers in this field to perform more research works in future that apply model-based techniques to deal with FD, FDD, and/or FP of the different possible fault modes in railway S&C systems.
Although several fault scenarios have been considered, almost all are related to wear-induced faults (i.e., slide chair-related faults and/or switch-related faults). Different possible faults could be also taken into consideration, especially those related to ‘obstructed’ failures, as they have a 40.1% of occurrence compared to only 17.9% for ‘dry chairs’ and 40.9% for all remaining failure types, as can be seen in Figure 19. It should be noted that it is hard to diagnose these ‘obstructed’ failures and it is almost impossible to predict their life time since they are an abrupt failure type; however, they can be detected to improve railway S&C system operating performance.

Further, from this review of the existing FDD methods (both model-based and data-driven techniques) applied to railway S&C systems, it is observed that electrical fault modes (as shown in Figure 9) have not been considered at all, except for crushed cable fault mode [95], startup circuit disconnection (bed contact) [114], and electric relay switch failure [115]. This is another opportunity for researchers to study and analyze other possible fault modes in railway S&C systems.

Analysis of the different signals adopted for analysis in all the reviewed articles, when applying either model-based methods or data-driven techniques, was performed and the results are shown in Figure 20.

![Figure 19. Failure mode distribution in 2009 [10].](image)

![Figure 20. Different signals analyzed in the field of FDD for railway S&C systems.](image)

Analyzing the results shown in Figure 20, it can be seen that several types of signal are considered, including: voltage, force, current, speed, displacement, motor temperature, torque, tension, vibration, 2D/3D measurement, power, strain, audio (sound), and weather-related data (e.g., rain, showery rain,
The frequency of applying those signals is illustrated in Figure 21, which shows a clear tendency toward applying the first five signals: voltage, force, current, speed, and displacement; the current signal had the highest frequency.

![Frequency of applied signals](image)

Figure 21. Frequency of applying signals in the field of FDD for railway S&C systems.

The results shown in Figures 20 and 21 further open doors for researchers to adopt the remaining signals such as vibration signals that are known to be sensitive to any fault that causes deterioration in the mechanical structure of the system, and which are used extensively in other fields such as rotating electrical machine FDD [54,84].

4. Summary and Concluding Remarks

In this paper, a comprehensive overview and summary of the existing fault detection, diagnosis, and prognosis methods and their application to railway S&C systems have been presented. Thus, this paper first introduced the fundamentals of railway S&C systems, including their mechanisms, sensors and controllers, actuators, and locking systems, in addition to attempting to organize and classify the diverse failure modes of different railway S&C systems. These diverse failures were thus classified according to their source and nature into mechanical failures, electrical failures, construction failures, and functional failures. Each of these failure types can be found in one or several subsystems of railway S&C systems, including faults in actuators, faults in sensors and controllers, faults in the detection and locking parts, and faults in the permanent way (i.e., the rails and any other elements that support the vehicle). Then, the different FD, FDD, and FP methods for railway S&C systems were classified as either model-based or data-driven.

Several key points can be concluded from this review:

- Only six papers, as shown in Figure 18, were found that applied a model-based FDD method for railway S&C CMS, and only one paper dealt with FP using a model-based method. In addition, only a few possible fault scenarios of the S&C system were considered and tested for model-based FDD methods, mainly focusing on slide chair-related faults (i.e., dry, contaminated, excessive friction or resistance) and switch-related faults (such as stuck, bad contact with the base plate, idle, resistance, hard to release, cannot lock, or misalignments). For the PHM application in S&C systems, only a contaminated slide chair fault scenario was studied when applying a model-based method. Considering the large number of published papers and the amount of research work done in modeling a whole railway S&C system or only part (subsystem) of it, the authors anticipated finding several if not dozens of papers applying a model-based FDD method to different railway systems.
S&C systems. However, only a few papers (seven in total) were found. This is due to the several difficulties that researchers can face when trying to apply a model-based FDD method for railway S&C CMS:

- the complexity of S&C systems that comes from their ramified structures makes finding an accurate enough reference model challenging.
- the amount of potential failure modes and their predictability.
- the different drawbacks of model-based techniques such as the fact that the accuracy of the reference model developed directly affects performance of the fault detection, diagnosis, and/or prognosis process; and that the construction of high-fidelity mathematical models from physical principles of such a complex system (i.e., railway S&C system) can become very complicated, time-consuming, and even sometimes unfeasible.
- development of the model requires much prior knowledge (e.g., physical, mechanical, or electrical laws) about the real system.

- It is well known in the CMS field that if researchers can construct an accurate enough reference model, using a model-based FDD method for fault detection, diagnosis, and/or prognosis is the best choice. Thus, building and merging dynamic models of a railway S&C system as a whole or for each of its subsystems could enhance the performance of model-based FDD methods for S&C systems. However, because of the complexity of the S&C system as a whole and the diversity of its components as well as its failures, it is recommended that researchers consider incorporating those dynamic models for each of its subsystems, one by one at first, and then integrating them into a more complete model if possible. In addition, there are many model-based techniques that researchers have not used for railway S&C CMSs, and which are well known to be good solutions, such as parameter estimation methods (e.g., least square and its variants), state estimation methods (e.g., observer-based algorithms), and parity space methods (e.g., state space-based or input-output-based techniques. The benefit of considering hybrid techniques to better detect, diagnose, and/or prognose railway S&C system health conditions should not be forgotten.

- In contrast to the lack of model-based FDD methods applied for railway S&C systems, a dozen research papers were found and reviewed in this paper that applied a data-driven FDD method for railway S&C systems because they are known to be more practical since there is no need to build a reference model (i.e., less prior knowledge is required). But they do need a large amount of (historical) data, basically from the output signal(s) to extract different features (indices, criteria), for synthesizing the information available from the raw data to better represent railway S&C system health conditions.

- There are a huge number of features and data-driven FDD approaches, as reviewed by Hamadache et al. [84], that researchers are encouraged to consider and investigate to extend the fault detection, diagnosis, and/or prognosis field with application to different railway S&C systems. These are not only limited to some of the data-driven FDD methods reviewed previously (in Table 2) such as the SVM algorithm and its variants, the PCA method, the WT technique and its variants, the SOM algorithm, and the DTW method. In particular, researchers could incorporate contemporary techniques—i.e., shallow learning-based PHM (SL-based PHM) and deep learning-based PHM (DL-based PHM) techniques—especially nowadays in the age of the Internet of Things (IoT) and big data [84].

- Although several fault scenarios have been considered when applying either a model-based FDD technique or a data-driven approach, almost all are related to wear-induced faults (i.e., slide chair-related faults and/or switch-related faults). However, other possible faults (as shown in Figure 9) could be also taken into consideration, especially the electrical fault modes.

- The authors’ analysis shows that there is a clear tendency toward applying specific signals (i.e., voltage, force, current, speed, and displacement) for FD, FDD, and FP of railway S&C system
health conditions, with current signal most used for FD and FDD and force signal for FP. Analyzing these signals does indeed give good results; however, there is also an opportunity for researchers to adopt other signals such as the vibration signals that are sensitive to several faults, especially those related to any mechanical or structural deterioration of the system.

- It is worth mentioning that it is beneficial if researchers also take into account the proposal and/or design of a complete new whole or part S&C model such as the REPOINT light track switch developed by Loughborough University, UK [132]. Innovative rail track switching technology has been developed and implemented on a test track, aiming to improve reliability and safety, reduce maintenance costs, and possibly reduce train delays in around 90% of point failures (2010–2013).
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